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ABSTRACT – Comparative Studies: historical, epistemological and methodological issues related to comparative studies in the social sciences are addressed, with specific reference to the field of education. The starting point is a discussion of the meaning of comparison, its logical structure and its presence in science and in everyday life. It follows the presentation and critical appraisal of the perspectives regarding comparison as a scientific method. It is argued that, even rejecting this restrictive meaning of comparison as a method, there is some consensus on the specificity of comparative studies within the social sciences. And in relation to them, the article address in more detail those studies that can be defined as trans-contextual (cross-national and cross-cultural), with emphasis on the main methodological and technical challenges they face. The socio-historical comparative perspective, which has gained importance in recent years in the field of education, is also discussed.
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RESUMEN – Los Estudios Comparativos: algunas notas históricas, epistemológicas y metodológicas. En este artículo se abordan algunas cuestiones históricas, epistemológicas y metodológicas relacionadas con los estudios comparativos en las ciencias sociales, con referencias específicas al campo de la educación. A partir de una consideración general de la comparación, su estructura lógica y su presencia en la ciencia y en la vida cotidiana, se avanza hacia la presentación y valoración crítica de las posturas que la definen como método científico. Por otra parte, se sostiene que, aún cuando se rechace este significado restrictivo de la comparación como método, existe cierto consenso en torno de la especificidad de los estudios comparativos en las ciencias sociales. Y en relación con ellos, en el artículo se discuten con mayor detalle los de carácter trans-contextual (cross-national y cross-cultural), con énfasis en los principales desafíos metodológicos y técnicos que afrontan. Se analiza también la perspectiva comparativa socio histórica, que ha adquirido importancia en los últimos años en el campo de la educación.

Comparative Studies

Introduction

Comparative studies occupy a prominent place in the social sciences, not just because of the value of the descriptions, explanations or interpretations of reality that can be made from them, but also, and especially in the last decades, for being constructed as an input for the diagnosis of social problems and for the design of public policies and, at the same time, as a reference parameter and a source of legitimation.

Although in many thematic areas this centrality is relatively recent, rather remote antecedents of comparative analysis are recorded, especially in the field of political studies. But political science is not only distinguished by the pioneering development of empirical comparative studies; it has also been one of the most fertile academic fields for the epistemological and methodological discussion of the comparison, and in which it has been proposed, perhaps more than any other, the thesis that assigns to the comparison the status of scientific method.

However, this formulation that considers comparison as a method has been the object of severe criticism, even by political scientists. Nevertheless, the challenge of this position has not meant to ignore the importance that the comparison has – and that it has historically – in the production of scientific knowledge. Either does it imply a denial of the entity or specificity of what we usually call comparative studies.

With this problematic framework as a background, in this article we will address some historical questions, epistemological and methodological aspects related to the comparison, the comparative method and comparative studies in the social sciences, making specific references to the field of education.

We begin with some general considerations about the comparison, understood as cognitive activity, since in addition to being a central feature of scientific activity, it is significantly present in our daily lives. In fact, we resort to the comparison on a recurring way – even tacit – to organize the knowledge and relate ourselves to others and to the world.

Otherwise, the history of science shows that the practice of comparison has been and continues to be an indispensable resource to respond to problems of natural and social knowledge. But we must not forget the important differences between comparison as a way of thinking and as a scientific procedure in the social sciences. The first one compares simple operations; the second one compares complex operations (Krawczyk, 2013), although the difference is not in the complexity of the logical structure of comparisons, that as pointed out by Marradi (1991) does not present significant contrasts in science and everyday life, but in the selection and definition of objects and the properties that are compared, as well as in the care and systematicity of the procedures of production and analysis of the data from which the comparisons are made.

The fact that the comparison is so naturalized in our ways of knowing, and that is not exclusive matter of the science, may be one of
the reasons that explain the tendency to overlook their analysis, even in many of the specialized texts about comparative research.

Anyway, it is clear that in this work we are interested in focusing more specific senses and applications of comparison in the scientific field, in which, especially from the 18th century, this became a part of the methodological procedures which contributed to the consolidation of different disciplines such as modern sciences. That is why our text will continue with a presentation and critical assessment of the positions that define comparison as a method. Also, trying to show that even when this restrictive meaning is rejected, there is some consensus in the social sciences around the specificity of the comparative studies. And in relation to them, we will dwell in more detail on those of a trans-contextual nature (cross-national and cross-cultural), with emphasis on the main methodological and technical problems faced. Finally, we will also dedicate some paragraphs to the presentation of the comparative socio-historical perspective that, at least in the field of education, has gained importance in recent years and which centrally recovers the historicity of social processes which are the subject of comparative analysis.

**Comparison, Comparative Method, Comparative Studies**

What do we mean when we speak about an act of comparison? In everyday speech, following a classic dictionary definition, comparison is presented as the act to observe two or more things to discover their relationships or to estimate their differences and similarities. In epistemological language, it is defined as an intellectual operation through which the states of one (or more) objects are checked on the basis of at least one common property (Fideli, 1998; Marradi, 1991). Therefore, from the logical point of view, an act of comparison implies: objects (which can obviously be subjects, groups, institutions, cities, countries etc.), at least one property of objects, the state of objects in this property and the point of time in which they were relieved.

In science, comparison can be used for various purposes. The traditional epistemological postures, also standard calls (Mulkay, 1979; Outhwaite, 1987), emphasize the role of comparison in the formulation and testing of hypotheses and, in a broader sense, in the production of nomothetic knowledge. In this context, the emphasis of the comparison falls on the properties (variables), which is not surprising, considering the centrality that for these positions acquires the Galilean assumption according to which science must establish relations (mathematics) between the properties of the objects (Marradi; Archenti; Piovani, 2007).

The use of comparison for nomothetic purposes is widespread in the natural sciences, especially in the design, practice and analysis of experiments. But it also has importance in social sciences, mainly in the framework of those orientations that have promoted the development of sophisticated statistical techniques that allow determining the empirical relations between observable properties. In historical per-
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spective, these methodological and technical developments could be thinking, in some way, as an attempt to safeguard the Galilean assumption regarding the cognitive ends of science even in those situations in which the method that best performs it – the experiment – becomes impracticable⁴ (Piovani, 2006)⁵.

In the case of social sciences, the impossibility of accepting, or rejecting, the assumptions of traditional conceptions of science has given rise to a series of perspectives in which comparison is used for rather ideographic or interpretive purposes. The emphasis then laid the objects of comparison themselves, and not so much on the properties.

A certain parallelism could be established between these two forms of comparison – centered on properties or objects – with the classic distinction between quantitative and qualitative methods of social research: the comparative approaches that emphasize the properties are generally inscribed in a quantitative orientation and those that put the emphasis on the objects in a qualitative orientation. However, it should also be noted that, in line with the current calls for the integration with the investigative styles and methodological triangulation, Ragin⁶ proposes a comparative research strategy that establishes a dialogue between variables [properties] and cases [objects].

Beyond the differences that the comparison can acquire in scientific work, from the epistemological point of view (nomothetic or ideographic orientation; input for explanation or interpretation) the methodological (use in the framework of quantitative or qualitative approaches) so far we have referred to the comparison in a relatively general sense. If we think instead in methodical and procedural terms, the preceding considerations are insufficient, especially if it is intended to use the comparison as a criterion to define and delimit a particular methodical strategy that has some autonomy in the set of methods recognized and practiced by the scientific community.

This would imply transcending the comparison as a single act of knowledge and recognize that an investigation comprises a complex and articulated set of decisions and practices that are conducted in a reasonably systematized and organized way. In this sense, proposals that emphasize the comparison with the status of scientific method charge relevance, specifically in the context of the social sciences.

The expression comparative method was diffused with force from the 1960s. One of the clearest formulations of this position is made by the Dutch political scientist Arend Lijphart (1971)⁷. Its starting point is a conception according to which scientific activity seeks to establish “[...] general empirical relations between two or more variables, controlling, keeping constant, all others” (Lijphart, 1971, p. 70). Following Smelser (1967), Lijphart considers the comparison as a method of empirical control of hypothesis that distinguishes it from three other scientific methods: experimental, statistics and case studies. Their classification involves a hierarchical organization according to the degree of relative effectiveness of each method for the empirical control of the hypothe-
ses (Fidel, 1998). In the proposed scheme, the comparative method occupies the third place, after the statistical method and before the case studies.

Before proceeding with the discussion on the comparative method, to which we will return shortly, it should be noted that the classification proposed by Lijphart presents serious limitations. In the first place, from an epistemological point of view it seems too restrictive to determine to the science a single role, defined in terms of the establishment of general empirical relations between two or more variables. The Galilean assumption about the ends of science, to which reference has already been made, operates in a remarkably explicit way.

In second place, if what is involved is to establish relationships between variables, then it must be admitted that the comparison plays a fundamental role in any procedure used for this purpose. In order to establish empirically relations between variables, it is necessary to determine the states of the object studied in these variables, and this cannot be achieved without recourse to comparison, regardless of the determination of the status is made within the framework of a procedure that allows identifying the causal direction of the relationship – as the experiment – or that is limited to determine the correlation or association from the statistical analysis of a data matrix.

Statistical analysis, meanwhile, which seems a bit excessive to present *per se* as one of the methods of science, is based on what Marradi (1977) denominates as atomistic assumption, which among other things involves consideration of the data regardless of the object to which it refers. This enables to construct frequency distributions of the values of a given variable and, from this, the establishment of association of relations between two or more variables. In this operation, the comparison occupies a preponderant place, so it does in the experiment, in which one variable is manipulated and others are monitored in order to evaluate the real effect of that considered independent from the verification of the states at two time points (before and after a manipulation, for example), or the differences between an experimental group and a control group. Whatever the experimental design, resorting to comparison is inevitable. Finally, it seems legitimate to say that a case study cannot be developed without comparisons. In the worst of situations, the study of the changes of the observed case over time will involve some form of comparison. Probably the only important difference is that, most of the time, the study of a case does not imply comparisons tending to the construction of nomothetic knowledge, as in the experiment or in the statistical analyses (at least in its more classic variant). Based on these reviews, many authors argue that it makes no sense to propose a comparative method:

Comparison has a fundamental role in the experimentation of the physical sciences as in the almost-experimental designs used in the human sciences. Statistical analysis is primarily done on the basis of comparisons; is inevitably even compared in the case studies (Fidel, 1998, p. 11-12).
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But criticism has implications further broad, if we resort so often to comparison and if as cognitive activity is present in all forms of research: What sense could it have to speak not only about comparative method, but even about comparative research? In fact, the plurality of forms that can be compared and the purposes by which it can be compared has led to the assertion that all scientific activity should be considered as comparative (Swanson, 1971).

However, comparison does not have the same place in all investigations, even if their presence is unavoidable anyway. Indeed, it is possible to identify studies in which the cognitive objective implies an explicit and conscious confrontation, according to Sartori9. In these cases, the research design is traversed in all its dimensions and facets by the central objective of comparing, and this requires a theoretical support that endows meaning and guides the systematic comparison of some units about some properties, as well as methodological decisions and technical instruments that make it operational. We are not talking about a method in the strict sense, but of a type of research.

In this same line Fidelí (1998, p. 12) states that “[…] criticize the proposal of Lijphart is not to deny the relevance of the research practices that are usually labeled with the comparative method label”, especially when it refers to some specific styles of social research considered globally, in which complex structures or systems are confronted (linguistic, cultural, institutional, social, political, educational etc.) on the basis of their states in global properties (for example: the degree of structural differentiation, the degree of political stability etc.), or that use data referring to different societies, cultures or nations, or even to sub-national units.

Moreover, this type of research has reached a high degree of specificity and institutionalization in many social sciences. As an example, comparative education, whose history goes back to the beginning of the 20th century in the central countries, mainly in the United States of America, where already in 1899 and 1900 was offered a university course pioneer on this subject. This process of institutionalization of comparative studies in education was intensified at the end of the Second World War, when emerged the policies of international cooperation and, with them, the first world’s education agencies (ONU, international office of Education in Geneva) (Goergen, 1991).

During the second half of the 20th century, in the framework of the process of international reconstruction of democratic capitalism, conceived based on development theory, comparative education experienced an unprecedented moment, focusing on comparisons between the characteristics of education systems in different countries, with the objective of providing elements for the formulation and implementation of educational development policies in peripheral countries10.

This remarkable degree of institutionalization of comparative research has also fueled debates about its status, far beyond the methodological issues that, as previously noted, constitute a relatively classi-
cal demarcation criterion, and from which the idea of the comparative method has been developed. In this sense, and as in other social sciences, it is usual to find in comparative research in education positions that define it as a discipline (for example Heath (1958)), while others, as Phillips and Schweisfurth (2014), argue that it would not be a discipline in the strict sense, but an *almost-discipline*. Chávez Rodríguez (2008), instead, considers it a science. Arnove (1980), Cowen (1996), Rust et al. (1999) and Bray, Adamson and Mason (2014), among many others, consider it a field of study.

It is beyond the scope of this article to further these discussions in relation to the status of comparative studies, whether they constitute sub-disciplines, fields, sub-fields or specialties. But it is evident, and cannot fail to be mentioned, the presence of some elements that literature usually emphasizes when characterizing an area or field of knowledge in the forged terms: a group of researchers who identify themselves as specialists in the area; subjects to grade level, seminars of undergraduate and also graduate programs; exchange networks and academic associations and professionals; national and international congresses, specialized academic journals etc.

If one considers exclusively the Ibero-American educational field, it is possible to point the existence of national associations (for example: Sociedad Argentina de Estudios Comparados en Educación (SAECE), Sociedad Española de Educación Comparada (SEEC), Sociedad Mexicana de Educación Comparada (SOMEC) Sociedade Brasileira de Educação Comparada (SBEC), among others), which in turn are nucleated in the *World Council of Comparative Education Societies*. Likewise, national and international congresses are regularly organized and magazines such as the *Revista Latinoamericana de Educación Comparada* or the *Revista Española de Educación Comparada*. To all this must be added the proliferation of specialized literature, impossible to cite exhaustively, which covers issues such as the same definition of the field of comparative education and the discussion of theoretical and methodological approaches, through the thousands of studies that report or analyze results of empirical research. On the other hand, the presence of comparative education in official institutions is also significant (for example, Ministries of Education), multilateral organizations such as UNESCO, which have been concerned with promoting it, the *think tanks* of very diverse political and ideological orientations.

Many of these investigations, principally those of the World Bank, seek to legitimize the uniformity of educational agendas in Latin America through the homogeneity of the diagnosis of the respective educational systems. These same agendas have even been exported to other regions, such as Africa. They are studies that return to the functionalist perspective of Comparative Education of the 1950s, mainly in the United States of America (Rosar; Krawczyk, 2001). Thus, international organizations were important inducers of the education reforms carried out in this period in Latin America, but also in the production of knowledge as a regulatory and governance device (Nóvoa, 1995).
In methodological terms, it should be noted that comparative studies are not limited to a particular strategy. In general they are more frequent, or at least have more diffusion (probably because they are promoted by international organizations) research focusing on the secondary analysis of statistical data. But these statistical comparisons are also made from primary data, in the framework of studies that include the design of survey instruments and samples, as well as the field work and the systematization and analysis of data. However, this greater visibility of comparisons based on national statistics does not imply that there is no comparative research using different methodologies, even qualitative, as life stories or case studies. In the field of comparative education, for example, in 1979, Stenhouse raised the importance of using case studies to contribute to the understanding of the educational phenomenon.

About the research that is part of the Latin American critical tradition in social sciences, it can be pointed out that it is distanced from the comparative approach by its strong association with the positivist paradigm and with the imperialist policy of development. In consequence, the academic productions of the critical tradition with comparative analysis were practically nonexistent, at least until the dawn of the 21st century.

Beyond the methodological solutions adopted in each situation, it has been argued that the existence of a dissimilarity of environments could be considered a necessary condition for an investigation to be defined as comparative. In this sense, it becomes relevant what Fideli (1998) denominates cross-contextual comparison, which encompasses two forms of a comparative research more canonic and disseminated in the social sciences: the studies cross-national and the studies cross-cultural, which will be further discussed.

The Cross-Contextual Comparative Research

Kohn defines the cross-national research such as that in which “[…] comparable data from two or more nations are systematically used” (Kohn, 1987, p. 714). Its origins are in the middle of the 17th century, in the context of the decline of the Holy Roman-Germanic Empire after the Peace of Westafalia (1648), which resulted in the emergence of more than 300 relatively small autonomous states. In this historical framework, especially in the Germanic intellectual environments there was interest in comparing the situation of the states, and in particular the disintegration of the Germanic states in contrast to the consolidation of some of the modern European national states (as France, for example).

Only two years after the Peace of Westphalia, in 1850, Hermann Conring would take over the chair of Politics at the University of Helmstedt, in which he gave his famous lessons entitled Notitia Rerum Publicarum y Notitia Status Germaniae (John, 1884), and would begin to write a comparative, unfinished work, in which emphasizes the historical evolution of the states (Jori, 2006). According to Westergaard (1932),...
Conring was a pioneer in the development of a tradition of comparative analysis of states, which he defined as *Staatenkunde*.

This tradition would be continued almost a century later in the notorious University of Göttingen, founded in 1737. In this institutional environment, the proposal of Conring acquired the status of autonomous science by the work of Achenwall, who called it *Statistik* (Cullen, 1975). In Göttingen was developed a school of international fame in which new methodological instruments were designed for the comparative study of the states, among them, the data matrix (even today used in research *cross-national*). In this matrix, the information about the states (that were located in the horizontal dimension: lines) and the relevant properties for comparison (which were located in the vertical dimension: columns) (Piovani, 2013).

Although it never completely lost its validity, this line of investigation had a significant rebirth from the mid-twentieth century, in the framework of the Comparative Policy, with the publication of very important works as *The Civic Culture: political attitudes and democracy in five nations*, by Almond and Verba (1963); *Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: lord and peasant in the making of the modern world*, by Barrington Moore Jr. (1966) and *States and Social Revolutions: a comparative analysis of France, Russia, and China*, by Skocpol (1979).

But this type of analysis was not limited to the field of political studies. As is known the constitution of national education systems and educational policies have also resorted, at different times, to comparative studies between states. Initially these studies coexisted with the travel literature, which became important as a description of the mechanisms and efforts from different states to organize their national education systems. The project of a science of comparative education took greater strength inasmuch as the belief in the linear relationship between formal education and progress was consolidated, and in education of the population as the best indicator of the development of a country (Goergen, 1991).

Kohn (1987) distinguishes four types of *cross-national* research:

a. the one in which the nation is the object of study;
b. that which the nation is the context of study;
c. that which the nation is the unit of analysis;
d. that which is transnational.

In the first type, the primary interest is in the country or countries under investigation. In the second one, the focus is on the evaluation of generalizations concerning the way in which some institutions operate or the ways in which specific social structures impact the subjects. In the third type the researcher seeks to establish relations between the characteristics of nations. In this sense, nations are classified from one or more dimensions. In the last type, nations are analyzed as components of the international system.
The first variant – already mentioned in this article in the preceding section – is one of the most widespread, between other reasons, because it is systematically promoted by international agencies. Most part of the time it acquires the form of comparison of statistical information of different countries with respect to the same subject. However, the semantic capacity of these works, understood in terms of the adjustment between the narrative (the report) and the referent of what is narrated, has often been questioned. When considering the problems of equivalence, it will be possible to understand the reason for these criticisms.

The cross-cultural research, for its part, also has a long tradition. Urry (1984), of agreed with Rowe, suggests that the basis on which interest in other cultures began to take shape (exotic cultures), it lies in the rediscovery of European classical antiquity during the Renaissance. In this context, the conquest and colonization of America raised the need to explain other cultures. However, the systematic study of such differences, initially through what is known as ethnology, was not established as a recognized field of study but until mid-nineteenth century, in Europe and North America. This occurred around institutions that promoted the collection of information (through mediators) and publications about other cultures. But toward the end of the nineteenth century it began to become evident that the experts should become data collectors if they wanted to reach a deeper understanding of the cultural other (Urry, 1984; Burgess, 1995). In the beginning of the 20th century Malinowski conducted this idea to its highest point, creating what Leach qualifies as a “[…] theory of ethnographic fieldwork” (Leach apud Urry, 1984, p. 49). However, this kind of research, in its most classic forms, is not interested in the comparison between cultures or cultural systems, but by the detailed description of a specific no-Occidental culture. It can be considered comparative only in the sense acquired by the terms cross-national and cross-cultural in some North American works, which expand the extension of these concepts to include the case of studies of a single country or a single culture, provided that is not their own. The investigation cross-cultural in the strict sense is actually a much more recent phenomenon.

In the case of research cross-national as the cross-cultural, the central problem, from the methodological point of view, is that of equivalence (what is common). Osgood captures in a simple way, and at the same time overwhelming, the core of this problem: when is the same really the same?, when is the same really different?, when is the different really different? This question, which crosses vertically all the instances of the research process, affects decisions and practices such as the definition of the unit of analysis and the selection of samples, the use of concepts and terms, the measurement and construction of indicators, and the collection and analysis of data (Piovani, 1998).

A first problematic question refers to the actual identification of the objects to be compared. Fideli (1998, p. 9) asks: “How do you declare that two objects are comparable? The answer is simple: two objects can be compared only when they have at least one property in common. It is
difficult to imagine, for example, a property on which to compare John with the United States of America”.

But even before the evaluation of the comparability of two objects, is the question of how they are conceptualized, on the basis of which criteria they are conceived. This problem is evident in the case of research cross-national and cross-cultural: “Zelditch sets the example of Italy, making a list of ten reasons to consider it a unique society. And so many reasons to consider it composed of different societies” (Marradi 1991, p. 73).

The difficulties of conceptualization are not simply limited to the objects of comparison. They are not minor in the case of the identification of relevant properties and their respective states. Smelser (1976) argues that the problem of comparing the same property in different social and cultural systems is presented in two planes: the conceptual defining and the operative.

In the definition and operationalization of properties, the risk of ethnocentrism is always latent: “How to compare the crime rates de of societies that define criminal acts by radically different ways?” (Marradi, 1991, p. 74).

The collection of information is not unrelated to the problems of equivalence. There are two central aspects associated with the collection and measurement of the data: a) What information needs to be collected?, and b) How will it be collected and evaluated? The answer to the first question should be framed in the logical derivation of the way the research problem has been formulated, identifying the central aspects and variables involved in the study and the indicators that will be used to verify the states of the observation of units in the variables. But this is not a simple task. If the indicators change in meaning in different contexts, it follows that the constructs they represent may likewise lose comparability from one context to another (Bynner; Chisholm, 1998).

The second aspect, the collection and analysis of information, also finds serious difficulties in comparative research. According to Marradi (1991, p. 74)

[... the operational survey of states on the properties presents the most inaccessible difficulties when, for example, to neutralize the difference between verbal expressions in different cultures, the phrases of a questionnaire was replaced by images, it has been found that even the three-dimensional interpretation of perspective and chiaroscuro were not universal in the human mind, but a cultural convention of the Occidental civilization.

In other words, even if an agreement could be reached on the relevant indicators, operational definitions for their survey should be constructed paying close attention to the possible biases that could lead to.

There is no an algorithm that solves the problems of equivalence. But the most recommended strategy currently involves the collaborative work of groups from different countries or areas subject of com-
comparison, experts on themes, dimensions and properties from which it is expected to establish the comparisons. Although it is generally a hard and slow job, with a strong critical component and a craftsmanship, it is assumed that the consensus that can be reached in the definition of objects, the properties, the indicators and their respective operational definitions will give to the comparisons much more solid bases than those made from the universalized imposition of a model whose construction has had a strong local cultural and social bias.

On the other hand, in the current phase of globalization of capitalism, in which the uniformity of national policies is produced through, among others, the supranational constraints, comparative research may acquire a very rich interpretative potential, considering the national historicities for the analysis of the convergences and of the specificities in the concretion of global policies. However, this approach, which will be discussed below in its guidelines and general applications in the field of education, still requires further theoretical and methodological development.

The Socio-Historical Approach in the Comparative Research in Education

The aforementioned perspectives go through the redefinition of the field of comparative education and comparative research in education. But it is also interesting to dwell on the analysis of another approach – the socio-historical or sociological historical17 –, on which was based one of our investigations: the study of educational reform during the last decade of the 20th century in four Latin American countries – Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico – (Krawczyk; Vieira, 2012).

Through this approach, the reformulation of the comparison proposal was sought, from the mere description and analysis of the facts to the analysis of the historical sense of the facts (Nóvoa, 1995). This also implies the recovery of historicity in the concretion of the phenomena and current processes in order to understand its uniqueness. The complexity of reality can no longer be treated from perspectives that seek a single explanation, objective, neutral (Pereyra, 1990; Madeira, 2008; Krawczyk; Vieira, 2012).

The analysis of the results of comparative research, quite clearly, the importance of the historicity of countries in understanding national processes, as well as the scientific production generated in each of them.

The process of external induction imposed uniformity in educational policy in the region, as a result of the growing importance of international agencies and the leadership of the Banco Mundial in the design and implementation of the Reform. Meanwhile, when reflecting on the aspects related to the particular conditions of development of each of the countries it is observed that this reform is processed in societies with different histories that, somehow, contributes in the concretion of the changes, or which give it national specificities. In this sense, in the homogeneity discussed in the regional debate, certain diversity
emerges in the new logic of social regulation and in the new role of the State in the countries studied. This does not invalidate that the educational reform has produced institutional ruptures which weakened historically constituted social practices\textsuperscript{18}.

In recent years, although it is still incipient, has increased the concern to incorporate the historical dimension in comparative research in education. However, it is still common the naturalization of concepts and categories of analysis for not understanding and / or not explaining their historicity. This historicity influences the ideas of the researchers and is reflected, although many times it is not explicit, in the choice of topics and in the definition of categories and of the assumptions from which the transformations are analyzed, among other things. The institutional spaces where the investigations are carried out and the political environment is an important dimensions that stand out in the research experiences. The wording of the investigations suggests different approaches in different countries, which are manifested in the character of the knowledge produced and operates in the educational debate. Beyond the relationship between intellectual production and the social base in which they arise and with which they interact, there is also a historically shaped link between national and international trends that configures different impacts of the reform in the different countries.

Conclusion

This article has addressed some relevant aspects related to comparative research in social sciences. Starting from the conceptualization of the comparison and the analysis of its logical structure, it has advanced towards the examination of the different forms that it can acquire in the scientific practice. On the other hand, the position that considers the comparison with the scientific method has been characterized as well as its limits. However, despite accepting the widespread criticism of this position it has been tried to attempt to make to reserve some specificity for comparative studies.

For this, the idea of an alleged \textit{method} has been renounced, as a demarcation criterion, and has instead to replace the \textit{kind of investigation}. Although in all scientific research the comparison, as a singular act of knowledge, have an unleashed role, it has been argued that comparative studies constitute a particular type, in which the main cognitive objective involves the systematic and deliberate comparison of complex objects (institutions, cities, countries, educational systems, political systems etc.). In addition, a widespread argument has been taken on comparative research: the need to consider a diversity of contexts or environments in which are placed the aforementioned complex objects.

When analyzing the different approaches in comparative research it is possible to see, even if only synthetically, the theoretical references that support each of them and that provide the coordinates of
the comparison. This has allowed cutting, within the broad spectrum of comparative studies, a specific variant: the cross-contextual studies. In relation to them has been characterized its two typical forms: the cross-national and cross-cultural studies. On the other hand, some attention has also been given to comparative socio-historical approaches.

On the other hand, the main technical and methodological challenges are faced by empirical comparative studies. But it is evident that the problems transcend this merely procedural dimension, especially in the case of cross-cultural studies. In fact, in relation to them, literature has also raised complex philosophical dilemmas: is there a space of common meaning between different cultures, without which the cross-cultural comparison would be practically impossible? The case of the cross-national investigation, although not exempt of philosophical and methodological problems, results in this sense a little different. The modern idea of the Nation-State, exported and imposed from Western Europe, has been stabilized and globally consolidated in some way. Beyond the critical judgments that can be made about the circumstances in which these historical processes of stabilization and consolidation occurred, it seems obvious that there are certain properties that make States comparable to each other. However, these comparisons cannot be thought linearly, especially in the current context of globalization in which the sense of national states is in question and new configurations arise between the national, and validity of the comparisons.

If we specifically consider the field of study in which we have focused most of our references – the education –, it is clear that the new phase of globalization also entails new research questions in educational policy. Undoubtedly, transnational, economic, cultural, social and political phenomena, as well as transnational processes of educational regulation (Barroso, 2006), not only those promoted by international organizations, but also by the different blocks (Nafta, European Union, and, perhaps especially educational Mercosur) face researchers in comparative educational policy with a series of specific theoretical and methodological challenges. Many of these processes are silent, and for this reason it is the task of researchers to identify them, not because of their relative invisibility are less influential.

In this same sense, it is also interesting the statement made by the Dutch researcher Saskia Sassen (2007), who affirms that the global not only transcends the framework of the nation-state and global institutions (WTO), but partly inhabits national or sub-national institutions. Therefore, according to her, we have a challenge ahead that is the construction of new conceptual frameworks and analytical categories that allow a more complex study of globalization, detecting also the globalizing dynamics within the institutions and of national social relations, in which national and non-national elements are intersected. In other words, these processes do not necessarily belong to the global scale, but nevertheless they are part of globalization.

The profound transformations of the contemporary world pose new issues and new problems to the definition of educational policy...
and, although they are not recognized by the current policy, the challenge is to be sensitive to them in order to go beyond the questions and issues surrounding the political debate stage and produce a knowledge that allows to elaborate proposals to the public school recovers a better place in the society and generates a democratic dynamic in the distribution of knowledge and culture. In line with these proposals, it is worth remembering that comparative studies compare not only by the procedure, but because, as an analytical and interpretive resource, the comparison allows this type of analysis an adequate exploration of their fields of work and the achievement of the objectives proposed. In this sense, the comparative study requires, first and foremost, a research question that justifies the need for comparison.

It is clear that comparative research involves many difficulties. But despite everything, as stated by Geertz (1992, p. 152), “[…] the risks are not the most important thing, because running them leads to a thorough review of our understanding about what it means to open (a little) the conscience of a group (part of) the way of life of another, and by this way (part of) the own conscience”.

Translated from Spanish by Tikinet Edição Ltda.
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Notes
1 Definition of the Diccionario Enciclopédico Salvat (Salvat; Marco; Vicens, 1986).
2 In this sense, the comparison differs from the analogy. The last one has heuristic capacity insofar as it allows one phenomenon to be understood in terms of another. But the objects that are verified are of diverse nature and in that sense they cannot be compared. For example, an analogy can be made between the human organism and society – although this was generally not very convincing –, in order to understand some social institutions and processes in function of the relatively better known characteristics of the functioning of the organism. But in the strict sense, it is not possible to compare a human body x with a society y. On the other hand, it is not necessary to resort to the verification of states about a property of objects to establish an analogy between them.
3 Considering the time it is possible to make a distinction between the synchronous comparison and the diachronic.
4 We refer in particular to the impossibility of considering the material object of an investigation as identical to all of its kind, and the inability to manipulate and control the properties of the said object.
5 And thus, to be able to sustain the scientific theories of the social sciences in the same terms of the natural sciences. Obviously, this implies considering the natural sciences as a model and assuming that scientific knowledge can only be produced by following its canons.
7 Indeed, many of the classic works about the comparative method – or comparative, according to the authors and/or translations – have originated in political
Comparative Studies

science or have been written by noted political scientists as Laswell, Lijphart, Sartori and Collier, among others. This does not imply that the discussion about the comparative method has also been significant in other fields such as Anthropology, History, Sociology, Education or Linguistics.

8 It is particularly noteworthy that Lijphart has resorted to this position so orthodox in a historic moment of a deep debate around ideas about science.


10 The idea of underdevelopment establishes a hierarchy among countries and has a strong comparative value justified taking rich countries as a model for poor countries. The objective was to generate orientations and proposals for to correct educational delays of those new States, which gave rise to the theory of human capital.

11 Research conducted primarily in the United States of America during the 1950s intended to measure the difference – or underdevelopment – of some educational systems in relation to others; looked for similarities and differences from the decontextualized analysis of variables to explain the causes of underdevelopment that, to summarize, prioritized analytical uniformities (Pereyra, 1990).

12 These are the well-known international surveys (World Values Survey, European Social Survey, Latinobarómetro, among many others).

13 This expression also applies to the comparison of the same object at two distant points in time, since it is assumed that the passage of time results in a significant change of context.

14 In the cross-national comparison, the concept of nation is equivalent to Nation-State. The fact that much of the German historiographical tradition use the term nation to refer to a homogeneous unit characterized by the tongue, religion and customs can lead to some confusion. If the term were used in the last sense, then the cross-national research it would not differ from the cross-cultural. In any case, this conceptualization of the nation highlights the possibility that there is more than one nation within the same State, and reveals the problems encountered in considering the modern nation-state complex as a monolithic unit for purposes of comparison. These problems are discussed in more detail below.


16 Note that, although widespread in the language of the social sciences, the term measurement involves serious difficulties and limits.

17 It is not intended to establish any kind of hierarchy and therefore can be used, indistinctly, the expression socio-historical or sociological historical to define this approach.

18 A detailed analysis is found in Krawczyk and Vieira (2012).
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